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OQigOn, ManOI:
By Peter Anon
AF |HH OmHpniM

Time has settled over Hanoi like a plastic
wrapper, sealing in the past An old French
tram clanks along main street, bicycles
meander by The few automobiles honking
through the streets are relics from Soviet Union
car lots.
Saigon has the tinsel veneer of a desert vacation boom town Flashy motorcycles, sporty
cars Perfume, hair spray Rich. poor.
These capitals of the two Vietnams that have
been at war with each other for nearly 20 years.

An
Independent
Student
Voice

seem at first glance to have only one thing in
common-Vietnamese people
But after a few days in each place another
shared quality becomes apparent It is fear
FEAR GNAWS at Hanoi with the first
squawks of a loudspeaker system hanging from
each main intersection American planes 70
kilometers out." says the authoritative female
voice Minutes later the voice again: "American planes 50 kilometers out ''
Then the sirens wail The people of Hanoi
know that the bombers are within 25 miles
Their eyes search out the concrete bunkers built
like cisterns into the streets Air raid wardens

One determined, the other abandoned
~what a difference 20 years can make
push passersby into large shelters beside Reunification Lake in the heart of the city
A quiet settles over the city, broken by the
staccato roar of anti-aircraft guns if the aircraft
come over the city Or maybe the all clear
sounds
Saigon does not have the benelit of an alert
system The needle-shaped Russian-made 122
rockets that can spin in from the countryside
give no warning
No rockets have fallen on Saigon lately, but
the memories of the Saigonese are filled with
the bad days of other years when as many as 30
at a time came crashing in on homes and market places They know it could happen again.

LIFE GOES on amidst the fear, but what a
different life it is Twenty years of warfare and
ideological struggle seem to have brought out
the extremes in Vietnamese character.
Hanoi is drab, a poor relative of other
Communist capitals The grand old French
colonial buildings are tidy but faded Paint peels
off the rows of little shops in the densely populated quarters.
Discipline and dialectic is in the air Other
than the evergreens that spash emerald along
the boulevards, the only bright colors come
from the posters that glorify heroes of the war
or illustrate victories in fighting in the south

■me BG news

The people dress in somber colors-black
trousers, white shirts or blouses, khaki gray or
bluejackets
The barmaid at the Hoa Bmh Hotel in downtown Hanoi told me she owned only one white
blouse and one pair of black trousers "I wash
them each night," she said, proud of her austerity
I thought of the maids I employed in Saigon,
arraying themselves in silken ao dai dresses and
swinging beaded pocketbooks
• To Capitals dim real view of both Viet
life styles', page three
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Centrex Bldg. new location
for Student Co-op services
By DaagHagkn
The BG Student Co-op will be located
on main campus this year.
Co-op spokesmen said Friday that
the store will be opening "within a few
weeks" in 100-102 Centrex Bldg„ behind
University Hall
Last year, the co-op operated from a

University-owned building on First
Street, several blocks south of the
main campus
Although co-op members had hoped
to open the store when classes began
last week, the opening had to be
delayed until the Space Assignments
office made a final decision on an on
campus location

New sub-council
ok'd by Moore
University President Hollis A.
Moore Jr has approved a proposal to
form a budget sub-council-composed
almost entirely of students to allocate
general fees.
Acting Provost Dr. Michael Ferrari,
who proposed the sub-council in last
August, said the structure of the
council and the method of choosing
student members will be announced
within a few weeks
The group will convene before
Thanksgiving, he said
THE NEW sub-council will be
responsible for allocating general fee
monies for the 1973-74 academic year
Similiar fees for this year totaled $2 5
million
University income is divided into
three major sections-appropriations,
instructional fees and the general fee
The general fee is used mainly for
student activities, cultural events,
sports events, union activities, and
health services.
Budget sub-council recommendations for allocating general fees
will be submitted to the University
Budget Coucil for approval.

Just
waiting

In the past Budget Council has been
responsible for allocating all
University monies, including the
general fee. It is composed of two
graduate
students.
two
undergraduates, four faculty members
and three administrators
DR. FERRARI SAID the Idea behind
formation of the sub-council was for
greater student input into major
recommendations regarding the
allocations for income produced
through student fees "
Because the method of choosing
members for the new sub-council and
the criteria for a position on the subcouncil have not yet been determined.
Dr Ferrari requested that interested
students wait for his next
announcement giving the specific
criteria for membership betore
inquiring about a position on the subcouncil
"Our main intent nn forming the
budget sub-council i is to have a great
diversity of students with various
opinions about how general fees should
be spent." Dr Ferrari said

"We greatly appreciate the University's decision and feel fortunate that
we were assigned such a good location." said Dave Lefko. chairman of
the co-op's board of directors. "We've
been striving for this for two years."
IN ADDITION to the new location,
the co-op also will be operating on a
consignment basis for the first time
"With the consignment system, the
students will be able to see the condition of the book he wants to buy before
he buys it." said Lefko.
Under the co-op's old system, a student wishing to sell a book would first
fill out an information card which the
co-op would keep A prospective buyer
would then contact the co-op, which
would refer him to the seller.
"Right now we're trying to familiarire ourselves with the consignment
plan, and hope to have it in fill swing by
winter quarter." he said
"This is a very important year for
us We're trying very hard to make this
an established operation. Now that
we've managed to move onto the main
campus we don't want it to fall apart
"IT'S ALSO important to familiarize
the freshmen with the co-op, because
they represent its future." he added
The co-op will again be selling memberships for one dollar These may be
purchased at the Centrex Bldg as soon
as the co-op opens

"These memberships, which are
good for a full year, entitle the students
to take advantage of all the co-op's services," Lefko said. Non-members can
make purchases, but will not be
allowed to sell any articles.
"The money collected by selling
memberships pays our overhead and
also helps to expand services." he said
"Since we are non-profit, any extra
money we collect could go into student
financial aid. We really want to help
students as much as we can," he
added.
Last year the co-op sold 800 memberships. This year Lefko hopes to
increase that to more than 15,000.
"I FEEL THAT last year's poor
location jeopardized a great deal of our
business." he said
Co-op officers elected last spring
include Marilynn Newton, president;
Joel Waszak. treasurer; Joe Neuffer,
accountant; Connie Gallant and Judy
Levin, secretaries; Tom Wineholt.
store manager; Jerry Borer, Gerty
Friedberg and Tom McGowan, members of the board of directors.
In addition to selling books, the co-op
also acts as a medium of exchange for
clothes, records, candles, poetry and
other crafts.
"We are now contacting other campus organizations such as SBO and
Student Development for any help they
may care to offer." Lefko said.

Books, clothing, condkn and othor crafts wW bo movod from
tho BO Studont Co-op's old First Straot location to tho Contros
Blag. Tho co-op should bo roody for business "within a fow
wooks."

Enemy troops stage 100 attacks
SAIGON (API - Enemy forces
staged 100 hit-and-run attacks across
South Vietnam in a sudden upsurge of
activity, and U.S. Navy jets attacked a
North Vietnamese shipyard at
Haiphong, the allied commands in
Saigon reported yesterday

This littU monster staring you straight in tho faco almost makos you fool guilty.
But ho moans no harm—probably just waiting pationtly for a fly to bun his
way.

President Nguyen Van Thieu met in
secret session with Maj. Gen. Alexander M. Haig. President Nixon's special envoy, to discuss talks in Paris and
events in Indochina.
AS THE MEN conferred for 2'.i
hours. Thieu repeated his regime's
public positions on war and peace in a
state of the nation address read for him
at the opening session of South Vietnam's National Assembly.
The series of apparently coordinated
attacks, most of them shellings of military posts or towns, were termed by
one U.S. analyst as "just continued
harassment "
But it was the first time in more than
two months that the North Vietnamese
or Viet Cong had launched so many
widespread assaults.
Enemy mortar shells hit the airport
at Kompot City in Cambodia. A government spokesman said nine civilian air
passengers were killed and another 20
persons wounded The spokesman said
one mortar round hit a Cambodia Air
Commercial DC3 passenger plane as it
landed.
HOWEVER, crewmen of other
planes reaching Phnom Penh from
Kompt after the attack said the plane
was parked and taking on passengers
when it was hit.
The U.S. Command said Navy and
Air Force jets flew more than 250
strikes against North Vietnam on
Sunday, including a raid on Haiphong
Shipyard No. 3 which pilots said was
left in flames and billowing black
smoke
In a delayed report, the command
said an Air Force FI05 was downed by
a surface-to-air missile Friday 43
miles west of Hanoi Both crewmen
were listed as missing.
The command has reported losing 103

jets over the North in the six months of
resumed full-scale bombing, and 108
American airmen have been added to
the missing list.
Haig. who arrived in Saigon on
Sunday. Il scheduled to depart for
Washington on Tuesday after meetings
with top U.S. military officials.
Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker and
Thieu
THE WHITE HOUSE said Haig was
sent here to review the political and
military situation, but informants said
the general's chi"f purpose was to brief
Thieu on the secret proceedings in
Paris between Nixon adviser Henry A
Kissinger and North Vietnamese
diplomats.

Haig is Nixon's top military aide and
Kissinger's deputy on the National
Security Council.
A new report on U.S. troop strength
in South Vietnam showed that South
Korea has more troops here than the
United States
U.S. Army strength dropped by 200
men last week, bringing the total
number of American servicemen in the
country down to 35.900. the U.S.
Command said
President Nixon has said he will
reduce U.S. troop strength in Vietnam
to27.000by Dec. I.
South Korea has 38.000 troops in
South Vietnam but will pull them all
out by June

Solomon appointed
to vacant SBO post
Larry Solomon, sophomore IA&S).
was named last night as temporary
vice president of the Student Body
Organization (SBOI to replace Craig
Taliaferro. who has not yet returned to
school.
Jeff Sherman. SBO president, said
Taliaferro has until 5 p.m today to
register for fall quarter classes If he
does not meet the deadline, he will be
required to get special permission to
return to the University from the
administration.
Sherman said Taliaferro told him he
would be back in school this week.
Solomon served in no official capacity with SBO last year, but "has a
working knowledge of what the problems are." Sherman said
Sherman said if Taliaferro is not per-

mitted to enroll for fall quarter, the
position would be open for applications
from any student
In other action, the SBO Steering
Committee passed a motion to arrange
a "Meet the President" night in the
near future
Steering Committee members would
like President Hollis A. Moore Jr. to
meet informally and talk to students
since illness prevented his traditional
address to the freshmen during
orientation
Sherman also said there are positions open on some student committees Any student can apply
Some of the committee openings include Long Range Advisory Planning.
Health Service Advisory. Bookstore
Advisory. Board of Appeals and
Academic Honesty
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student voice
In last
Friday's BG News Pete Kotsatos. student
representative to the Board of Trustees, expressed his gratitude
to the board for letting"' a student attend the meetings
Students must earn the respect of the trustees before we will
deserve the privilege of voting. Kotsatos said.
We are not suggesting that the student representative try to
bully the board into granting student requests.
But the board may be a long time in offering students its
"respect" if their student representative mindlessly agrees with
all board decisions.
Because many of the issued before the trustees affect students,
we feel the representative should have some voice in decisionmaking
This will obviously demand a great deal of research on the part
of the representative.
However, if a student is willing to undertake this responsibility
he should receive voting privileges.
If he cannot vote, he is nothing more than an official student
yes-man to the Board of Trustees.

'NEVER SEEMS TO LEARN, DOES HE?'

house vote
The House of Representatives quietly scheduled a vote
yesterday on a bill which would open the door to further
corruption in campaign spending.
The bill would allow corporations and labor unions with
government contracts to distribute campaign money through
affiliated political funds.
The affiliated political fund is the principal cover through
corporations and unions manage to contribute to the candidate of
their choice despite the general ban on corporate donations.
The present federal campaign spending law prohibits
corporations and unions from giving directly to political
campaigns, but does allow them to distribute money voluntarily
given by employees.
However, it prohibits the use of affiliated political funds by
government contractors, which takes care of most big
corporations
No public hearings were held on the measure-it was reported
out of a closed committee meeting
Common Cause, the self-styled citizens' lobby, protested the
lack of public hearings.
But there was no response to the complaints - the proposal
showed up on yesterday's House calendar listed only as a
measure to amend Title 18 U.S. Code."
When such incidents as Dita Beard and ITT and the
Watergate Caper indicate that money is being passed under the
table, public confidence is eroded.
If this proposal passes, Congress can be assured that whatever
public confidence remains will be destroyed.

russion hunger crisis
By William F. Buckley. Jr.
I write in sincere ignorance of
whether the President of the United
State* knows what has come my way
about conditions inside Russia
The press has here and there
reported on the rather surprising
coldness of post summit Russia, and
the current Newsweek alludes to the
agricultural crisis
Bui if the information at hand is to be
believed, the crisis in Russia is far far
worse than it is routinely taken to be
II could be lhat the internal crisis is
the worst in the peacetime history of
the Soviet Union And that the United
Stales is unthinkingly committed to the
ironic masterstroke ol the modern
age:
the rescue ol the Soviet
government
THE FIRST formal intimation of the
Soviet condition came with the

opinion

time for positive action
By David Brand
Guest Columalst
The proposal submitted by the
I'ealth Services Advisors Committee
advising the lull lime employment ol a
gynecologist and the institution ol a
new contraceptive policy at the
Student I'ealth Center, must be
alfirmed at the Board ol Trustees
meeting on Del 12
Shelving this proposal lor another
quarter or more or rejection by the
Board may be interpreted only as
disregard lor the interests ol the
University community
One question which threatens to
delay the proposal is whether a
psychiatrist should be hired before a
gynecologist

In the 1070-71 academic year 1%
women were referred to gynecologists,
while
184 were referred to
psychiatrists
BOTH PROFESSIONS are sorely
needed at BtiSU however, a
gynecologist working in conjunction
with the proposed contraceptive policy
would serve the greater number of
persons
Consider also, that easily accessible
gynecological services may ease the
number ol referrals lor psychiatric
counseling by diagnosing and treating
potentially dangerous physiological
disorders before they cause serious
emotional and menial strain
The proposed professionally
administered contraceptive program
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through I ho Student I'ealth Center
would lie beneficial to the University
Community for several major reasons
Fust, any proscription for
contraceptive medication or devices
must be preceded by " a complete
physical examination, including a
pelvic examination and PAP test.
and a follow-up examination "
This practice assures that the
contraceptive will be administered in
the best interests of the woman s
overall health
IT ELIMINATES the need tor drugs
procured without
professional
consultation, and provides proper
alternatives il the initial prescription
is not satisfactory
Second, when a device or medication
is prescribed a brief educational
program to explain the type ul
contraceptive prescribed lor each
patient " is provided
Knowledge of proper use and
possible side effects is essential to the
success ol the device and to the health
ol the woman
Third, the proposed program would
allow the woman to enjoy sexual
relations without (ear of unwanted
pregnancy and with the knowledge that
the major consideration in prescribing
the contraceptive had been to preserve
her health.
THE
'...STRONG
moral
overtones
of the proposal to which
the vice provost alludes, are in no
manner so serious as the reprehensible
morality ol sustaining an outdated and
wholly insufficient medical policy
which survives at the expense ol a
major segment of the University
population
This issue has been delayed far loo
long It is now time for positive action
by the Board of Trustees
1 urge each member ot the
University community to write, call or
make an appointment with Dr. Michael
Ferrari,
acting
provost.
331
Administration Building. 372-2915. to
communicate to him the need for the
Board to accept and to put into effect
the proposal of the I'ealth Services
Advisorv Committee

astonishing purchase of American
wheat Under the agreement, it was
generally supposed that the Russians
would order the shipment of wheat at
regular, relaxed intervals.
Instead, the Russians seized on the
wheat
with
the
gluttonous
concentration of a starving man.
totally upsetting the wheat marketindeed, driving up the price on the
world market in such a way as to
greatly embarrass the United States,
which is now forced, under regular
subsidizing
arrangements.
to
compensate American farmers for
differentials brought on by the USbacked deal
A Russian, living in Leningrad, has
described in devastating detail the
poor conditions in the immediate
environs ol Leningrad.
Last June, there were no lemons, no
Iruit except poor quality cherries, no
lettuce, no vegetables except shriveled
carrots, turnips, and potatoes No
Iresh milk in the stale stores, no real
butler
At a suburban store he was able
early this summer to buy 10 eggs, a
scrawny bunch of radishes, a few
decrepit onions, a hunk ol black bread,
and package of tea-for 10 rubles
THAT IS approximately one tenth of
the monthly salary of a Russian
worker
It is in order to disguise the hunger
that 75 per cent of Russia is now closed
to tourists And it is to disguise it that
repression in general is so much in
vogue The KBG is everywhere active
Recently it incorporated the militia
It and the army exercise power, and
they turn as societies frequently do
under straitened circumstances to
repression
brutal,
senseless,
unleavened
Stalin is very much in vogue, and the
oppressors are wistful of the power
their predecessors had as Stalin's
agents, ignorant or reckless of the (ate
most of their predecessors met
Above all they want to avoid facing
the responsibility for the disastrous
domestic situation
THEIR CONCERN now is to keep
the world from knowing what is going

request line
always open
We read with interest Frank Stone's
iWAWR-FMl opinions on not playing
requests from his listening audience,
and on not playing music to "baby"'
people
Fine, if there are enough people in
the area who are willing to be force-fed
music
WFAL. however, doesn't subscribe
to Frank's Castor Oil Theory of
progressive radio
Campus Radio 680 wants to serve the
8.000 dorm residents in the best way we
know how-by playing what they want
to hear-and thus Request Line 2-2418 is
always open, our student disc jockeys
always receptive
And if that's babying our listeners,
then we want to be the biggest mothers
around
Jonnv Katz
WFAL
South Pall

on. to blame the plight so visible to the
peasants and workers on a plausible
enemy, and to earn the hard currency
to buy their way out of the crisis in the
American market
This, one insider notes, is the true
reason for imposing the vicious
emigration tax on the Jews Not
because they desire so much to punish
the Jews or to salve Soviet pride
But because they have cooly
reckoned that western Jews, mostly
Americans, can be got to pay over the
next period as much as five hundred
million dollars in ransom, and that one
half billion is vitally necessary to feed
Russia
That is why they continue to endure
tourists-because they spend hard
currency.
WHAT MIGHT the United States do -

According to one Russian, now is the
historical opportunity to impose
conditions on the sale of wheat
Above all what is needed-he
reasons-is freedom of movement
Freedom for the intellectuals, the
artists, the poets, to move about, and
to publicize the internal situation
The notion that it is just they who are
oppressed in Russia is unfeeling
toward
those Russians, equally
oppressed, who never wrote a line, nor
read a book
The haunting question is whether
Richard Nixon, who if he does not have
this information is bound to have it
soon, will reason that the west is better
off with the Kremlin leadership
secure, never mind that convulsion in
the Soviet Union could bring a better
world and a dawn of liberty for the
tormented Russian people
»a»»aSi»»«mi>«Shii

Lerrers—
offers limited outlook
A reply to " see what greeks offer'' in
the BG News of Sept. 27,1872
A fraternity is an elitist structure
supporting most all the values of our
repressive culture. It is a place for
outer directed people who operate on
values and ideas given to them by a
past generation
It is also a place for other supportive
people who compulsively look outside
of themselves to the material things
for security and happiness It is not
conducive to private introspection or
spiritual awareness The outlook of a
fraternity is usually limited to the
campus happenings
The cosmological view is obscured
Fraternity houses are inhabited bymass beings and some energy beings
IT IS not a place for space beings and
those who experience expanding
horizons.
Fraternities deal in concepts which
may at one time have been conducive
to warm human interaction, but
through time have been co-opted and
obscured by an exploitative capitalistic
system
As such, some of the central
concepts underlying the greek system
have become a means by which a
society directs and controls a
potentially free and creative part of its
young population
Further, fraternities have changed
their appeal in the past 20 years from
an upper class orientation to a
confused middle class searching for a
replication or convenient extension of
a parental authority.
In short, a fraternity offers a way of
dealing with the insecurities we all
face, except it prepares you only to
lose again

The letter from Mr
Denisoff
reminded me of another recent fiasco
in Anderson Arena A few thousand
people sat through the August
commencement, catching only a word
now and then of what the speakers
said
1 wondered whether men like Dr
McFall and Dr Leone knew we
couldn't understand what they were
saying Fortunately, the speeches were
short, but it was still an unpleasant
experience because of that terrible
sound
I'm i fairly i sure alterations could be
made which would improve the sound
in that building a great deal Maybe we
can convince the administration to
move on it.

FINALLY, fraternities are anti-gay
and anti-women They support the

P.E. Donley
ProfessorQ AC Dept

sexist stereotypes of monogamous
heterosexual life styles.
At this point it is obvious to many
that these life styles do not add to
long range survival ability of modern
people
Fraternities will offer you a stage to
act out your fantasies of what a
masculine male is supposed to be.
In general fraternities offer a onedimensional approach to the aadversity
experience: this year why not try
something more.
Charles iChipi May hue
Nancv Perkins
Box 121
Bowling Green

alterations

let's hear from you
The Bl! News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask lhat
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits or with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste.
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor co The BG News. 108
Universitv Pall
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Ballot information available

/, 737 use campus voter drive
More than 1.100 students
registered to vote during
last week's on-campus voter
registration drive.
Greg Jackson, director of
the Office of Voter Facilitation, said most of the new
voters registered to vole in
Wood County
REGISTRATION figures
for last week included
Monday -385 registered, of
which 40 registered outside
of Wood County
Thursday--389 registered.
81 outside of Wood Countv

Friday-363 registered. 70
outside of Wood County
Although the campus
registration drive is over,
students can still register to
vote at the Wood County
Board of Elections. 500 Lehman Ave i across from the
Hydraulic Room'.
Regular hours for the
board of elections are 8 30
am to 4 30 p.m. Monday
through Friday
In addition, the board has
extended its hours for this
week only from 8:30 am to
9pm Wednesday through

Friday and from 8 30 a m. to
noon on Saturday
Deadline for voter registration is Oct. 10.
STUDENTS must also
report changes of address to
the board of elections by
Oct 10 or they will be disenfranchised.'' Jackson
said
This includes even
change of address within the
dormitories ''
Jackson said requests for
application for an absentee
ballot can be obtained at a
table in front of the Office of

newsnoTes
Gasoline tax
COLl'MBl'S (API - State Senate
Ways and Means Committee
Chairman Michael J Maloney ■ H '■"
Cincinnati i made it official
yesterday He will conduct no
hearings this year on a controversial
bill to raise Ohio's gasoline tax from
seven to nine cents a gallon
It seems to me there have been
more than enough tax increases in
this session 1 can see no justification
in even hearing a 22 per cent inemM
in gasoline taxed on the heels of
enactment of a personal and
corporate income tax. " he said

Court opens
WASHINGTON (AP> - The
Supreme Court opened its 1972-73
term yesterday with a four-minute
ceremonial session attended by the
nine justices
Chief Justice Warren E Burger
opened the new court year.
The justices then left the bench to
begin a week-long series of private
conferences to dispose of some 90
requests
for hearings that have

amassed since they took off for
summer vacation at the end of June
The first rulings will be handed
down on Oct 10
Noteworthy was the presence of the
first girl page since the court began
employing pages after the Civil War

Bella Abzug
NEW YORK (API - Rep Bella
Abzug has been selected to succeed
the late Rep William F Ryan as
Democratic candidate for Congress
Democratic county committeemen
from the 20th Congressional District
voted 553 to 327 Sunday night for
Abzug over Priscilla Ryan, widow of
the congressman who died of cancer
Sept 17.
Abzug, 52. lost her own district
through reapportionment
She
challenged Ryan, a fellow liberal. In
the June primary but lost by 18.000
votes

N. Viet visitors
WASHINGTON (AIM - A bill to bar
unauthorized visits by Americans to
North Vietnam was rejected by the
House yesterday amid charges it

Voter Facilitation. 325
Williams Pall.
"Applications ifor absentee ballot i have to be in to
the county board of elections
by Nov 2. so I'm urging that
students send them in as
soon as possible.'' Jackson
said
To vote by absentee ballot,
a student must obtain a request lor an application for
an absentee ballot to be sent
to the board of elections in
the county in which he is
registered
The countv board will then

could let the president block trips by
journalists and families of pnsonersof-war
The measure was beaten under
procedures requiring approval by
two-thirds of the congressmen voting
The vote was 229 to 141 in favor of
the bill -18 votes short of 247 needed
for passage under the procedure used
for House consideration
However, backers possibly could
bring up the bill later under steps
requiring jus! a simple majority for
passage.

Ship unsafe
MANILA (AIM - A U S Navy
spokesman said yesterday slocks ol
ammunition aboard the cruiser
Newport News were considered
unsafe, and thai the warship would
not dock at Subic Bay after its
scheduled arrival in the Philippines
"It will be parked offshore until
special crews can go aboard and
deactivate the ammunition.
Ihe
spokesman said
The Newport News headed for the
Philippines after an explosion lore
through a gun turrel early Sunday,
killing 19 sailors and injuring 10
others, off Vietnam

send the studenl an aplication for an absentee ballot,
which should be filled out
and returned to the board of
elections as soon as possible
The application does not
need to b>-notarized
THE BOARD ol elections
will send liie sludenl an
absentee ballot alter Oct 10
This ballot must be notarized
The Office ol Voter Facilitation provides tree notary
sen ice Tentative hours for
the Oil ice are Monday
through Friday, from 10
a in to 3 p m
Telephone number lor the
Office is 372-2047
Further hours will be
listed ai a later date, possibly with office hours on the
two Saturdays prior to the
election. Jackson said

Capitals dim real view
of both Viet life styles
• from page one

Saigon is drab, too, where
Ihe refugees crowd into the
slums swelling He- popula
lion lo over three million
compared to around one
million in Hanoi
Bui whereas the drabness
of Hanoi seems deliberate,
calculated possibly to keep
everyone's minds on the
mission of pursuing Ihe war.
in Saigon it is accidental
The Saigonese pursue the
good things in life as avidly
as inhabitants of Western
capitals
The chromed motor
scooters parked by the hundreds outside the garishly
postered movie theaters, the

Nixon, Gromyko to ratify treaty
THURMONT. Md (API President Nixon played host
to Soviet Foreign Minister
Andrei Gromyko for an
overnight visit to Camp
David yesterday as they
prepared to put into effect
historic arms-limitations
agreements
The two leaders will
formally
exchange

instruments of ratification
at the White House East
Room Thursday morning,
with an array of top officials
on hand.
The invitation to Camp
David came as Nixon and
Gromyko met for 70 minutes
at the White House,
beginning a round of
meelings

OP AC meeting features
N. Viet air war movie
The Ohio Peace Action
Committee IOPACI will
hold an organizational
meeting tonight at 7 30 in
Ihe Ohio Suite. Union.
The meeting will cover the
presidential campaign and
voter registration Officers
will also be elected
Village by Village." a
movie about the air war in
North Vietnam, also will be
shown
The film was made by four
Americans who visited
North Vietnam in May. 1972
and features an interview in
Hanoi with eight captured
American pilots.
The movie was screened
before Sen
Edward

"Dinner Dates'

Kennedy's Senate subcommittee on refugees as testimony about the bombing of
civilian targets
Any organization, faculty
member or student wishing
to show the film should
contact Calvin Stewart at
352-8285 between 6 and 7

p.m.

IT WAS AT Camp David,
in the Maryland mountains,
thai President Eisenhower
and then Soviet Premier
Nikita Khrushchev held
meetings in 1959
Under
discussion
yesterday were a follow-up
on the arms agreements
that included such issues as
treatment of Soviet Jews,
trade, and a proposed
European
security
conference
Among those invited to a
working dinner last night at
Camp David, along with
Gromyko, were Soviet
Ambassador
Anatoly
Dobrynin. Secretary of State
William P Rogers, national
security advisor Henry A.
Kissinger. Secretary of
Agriculture Earl L Butz
and Secretary of Commerce
Peter G. Peterson.
BUTZ HELPED negotiate

the recent grain sale to the
Soviet Union and Peterson
has engaged in trade
negotiations, including the
question of settlement of {II
billion in lend-lease debts
the Russians have owed
sinceWorldWarll
At the ceremony today.
Nixon will sign a
proclamation declaring the
U.S.-Soviet
nuclear-arms
limitation treaty into effect

On Saturday he signed a
congressional
resolution
approving Ihe accompanying
five-year interim offensivearms-limilalion agreement
Presidential preaa
secretary Ronald l. Ziegler
said .Nixon intends to remain
in Ihe Washington area Ihis
week, a 11end i ng to
presidential business and
congressional matters

YSA to meet tonight,
will discuss campaign

Pott i V"

rteatawuuite

IT IS EASY to draw a
superficial conclusion from
the contrasts between Hanoi
and Saigon One seems obviously grimly determined,
the other wildly abandoned
But Saigon is to the rest of
South Vietnam as is New
York City to middle Amer-

ica, and so is Hanoi an
inaccurate reflection of life
in the North Both the Vietnams are essentially
agricultural societies still
living in the 19th century
At best. Saigon and Hanoi
are the tiny part of the iceberg that visitors see

Lectures discuss war
TONIGHT Dr Alvar Carlson, assistant
professor of geography, will speak on "The
Ethnic Compote of Southeast Asia "
Dr Edward Shuck, director of international programs and organizer of the course,
said the series will take an "objective and
scholarly approach to the study of Southeast
Asia" without taking stands on United States
involvement in the war.
"One cannot understand and evaluate all
the propaganda he hears about Southeast
Asia without knowing the background facts."
Dr Shuck said.

A lecture series designed to present a
factual account of the situation in Southeast
Asia-its people, its government, its economy
and its war-begins tonight at 7:30
The series is offered as a course by the
Office of Experimental Studies and is open to
the public. Lectures will be given each Tuesday evening from 7:30-9:30 p.m. in 105 I1.HUM
Hall
The series' schedule includes lectures by 10
University professors from the departments
of geography, history and political science.

FEEUNG QURMED OUT?
GET ON VJITW A utw OUTLOOK.

portraits unlimited
(PHOTOSRAPUV)

'WHAT VIE
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CULTURAL BOOST
Presents

Sunday Oct. 15,1972 - 9:00 p.m.

CREATIVE
MACRAME
To register for

Kami

those courses, fill in
this coupon & send to

GRAND BALLROOM-UNIVERSITY UNION
Admission ^2.00

ALPINE VILLAGE

pavement restaurants busy
with customers, the flashy
new hotels suggest a people
busily going about their own
business Even the soldiers
in Saigon are in fashion Uniforms are invariably recul
to fit tightly at the hips and
the ankles

The Young Socialist Alliance (YSA I will hold an organizational meeting tonight at 7:30 in 301 Hayes Hall
Bob Weigl. YSA member, said the discussion will include
the Linda Jenness-Andrew Pulley presidential campaign and
two national antiwar demonslrations scheduled for Oct 26
and Nov. 18
He also said YSA women will begin a petition drive for the
repeal of all anti-abortion laws.

George Carlin
I've decided I'd rather have il built on this lot
instead' It's closer to

Framed by their mink sheets and instruments, members of
the BGSU Matching Band loke a break during a recent
practice in preparation fee their home debut at the football
game Saturday, Oct. M.ogainst Kent State.

Band
break

Only '\r)00 Tirknts Available (fust comr basi'.i

SlIMI

Pat Williams
243 South Maple
Bowling Green, Ohio
43402
with check for
tuition of $40.00

dr,

Cowsf s dinted
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Job meetings Oct. 10-12
Eleven job information sessions for seniors have been
scheduled for Oct. 10-12 by the Career Planning and
Placement Office.
The meetings are designed for students graduating
during the 1972-73 academic year, with sessions divided
according to college and date of graduation.
Credential files, interview sign-up schedules, semmars and office orientation information will be discussed.
Kurt Zimmerman, associate director of placement,
said seniors will have the option of completing a short
resume indicating major, minor, date of graduation and
desired job and location.

A mirror in the men's HP€ d.portm.nt reflects on somo of the
now equipment and facrlities. From loft, junior* Jack lawwn
and Bront Maugel and tonior Art locafano got in shape.

One, two

Unite through 'Dialogue'
Do you want to learn macrame or communicate in
sign language''
Have you just finished
reading "The Exorcist ' and
want to talk about it with
someone who's read it too'1
Or are you pretty good at
chess and willing to teach
someone who's not exactly I
second Bobby Fischei''

The Office "I Kxperimen-

t.il Studies has established a
new program called DialA Dialogue" to unite people
with shared interests in subjects like these
l)r Trevor Phillips, experimental studies director,
said the program is designed
to
Allow persons with

special interests to meet
others with similar interests
-Enable those with skills
to share them with others
--Give those needing
information a chance to talk
with the persons who can
supply it
A STUDENT may utilize
the service by dialing 372-

Karate to begin Wed.
A new karate and sell-defense school will
be Offering courses to University students
this fall
The Bowling Green School of Sell Defense
which was organized last spring as an
alternative to the University Karate Club,
will offer both a year-long, pay-as-you-go
karate course and a five-week sell-dctcnsc
course
President Kevin Miller, senior < HA I, said
the! sessions will meet twice a weak
throughout the school year Students will pay
one'dollar per two-hour workout, and may
attend as many sessions as he or the wishes
Tit class will be held Mondays from 7-9
p m .and Wednesdays from 8-10 p.m
T$IE SELF-DEFENSE course will be held
»n Itednesday nights lor the first five weeks
of ejirh quarter

Miller said the purpose of this course is "to
teach people some basic self-defense in case
they are atlacked-not to become really good
fighters, but to protect themselves "
The cost of the course is $10
Both courses are open to both men and
women, provided they are University
students
Miller stressed that the new school is not in
competition with the University Karate Club.
"We're an alternative They Uhe
University club I have excellent instructors
and a very good course We just offer a
different selection of courses, with smaller
classes available."
More information about both programs can
be obtained by calling 354-2794. or by
slopping by the school's headquarters at 522
I'. I.cim Ave . apartment 15
Classes are scheduled to begin this week

2256 weekdays between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m. The student
should state his interest or
request for information and
give his telephone number.
The Office of Experimental Studies will then arrange
for a classified ad in The BG
News stating the student's
interest and phone number.
I!is name will not be used.
Dr. Phillips said students
must remember to dial 3722256. not The BG News
number.
"This program is for people who get excited over
things and want to talk with
others who can share that
excitement," Dr Phillips
said

1173 GRADUATES

DATE

TIME

LOCATION

COLLEGE

11a.m.
or
4pm

Grand Ballroom

Education

March
June
August

Tuesday
October 10

March
June
August

Tuesday
October 10

March
June
August

Tuesday
October 10

Ham
or
4pm

220 Math Science

March
June
August

Wednesday
October 11

4pm

Grand Ballroom

Thursday
October 12

Ham.
or
4p.m

Grand Ballroom

Thursday
October 12

11 am
or
4p.m.

Ham.
or

JoeE Brown
Theatre

4p.m.

U Pall

December

December

Arts & Sciences
210 Math/Science
All Colleges
Make-Up Sessions

Education
210 Math Science

Room 115
Educ Bldg

Business Admin
and
Arts & Sciences

No protective laws irk women
COLUMBUS I API - The
Ohio Supreme Court last
March knocked down protective laws for working women and now the complaints
are beginning to rome
A secretary claims she is
forced to lift more weight
than she can handle, a
telephone operator says she
works 10 hours a day seven

days a week, and a woman
on an assembly line says she
gets no lunch break.
What can the state do
about it?
"NOTHING,••
says
Barbara Easterling. director of the Bureau of Women.
Minors and Minimum Wage
within the Department of
Industrial Relations.
"All we can do is tell them
about the Ohio Supreme
Court ruling and let it go at
that." says Easterling
Before the ruling, there
were different laws for
working women. The court
said they amounted to discrimination

A woman, for example,
could not be forced to consistently lift more than 25
pounds and could not work
more than 48 hours a week
Many women wanted the restrictions removed, saying
they wanted the same
chance at overtime as men.
Others, backed by the
Ohio AFL-CIO. did not They
claimed once the restrictions were lifted employers
would give them jobs they
couldn't handle
BOTH GROUPS filled
Statehouse corridors on
several occasions as bills
were introduced year after

October 3-4-5
6:00 - 8:00 P.M.

year to do away with the restrictions.
"Women just don't knowthat protective laws don't
exist anymore." Easterling
said "As it stands now.
there is no recourse under
federal law for either men
or women."
The last bill calling for repeal of the restrictions still

is pending in the Senate,
having passed the I'ousc
shortly after the court
ruling
The Department of Industrial Relations hopes to add
three amendments that
would set up some type of
job protection when the
legislature reconvenes in
November

Registration Monday
for student teachers
Registration for spring
quarter. 1973 student
teaching assignments will
be held in the Dogwood
Suite. Union on Monday.
Oct. 9. Meetings will be held
every hour from 1-6 p.m
Students planning to teach

spring quarter must attend
one of the meetings.
Winter quarter student
teachers who have changed
their addresses since last
spring must report the new
addresses to the student
teaching office. 332
Education Bldg

YOGA LESSONS

in the

n0.00-8 LESSONS

Carnation Room - Union

TUESDAYS
OCT. 10 - NOV. 28
7:00-8:00

EVERYONE WELCOME

"I like
Family Night
at Ponderosa
because...
... I can get a delicious
Family Steak that's not too
rare and not too well done.
It's always just right. I can
also get a baked potato that's
not too hot and not too
cold. My tossed salad is
never too big or too small.
And my hot roll with butter
is never too soft and never
too hard. Everything is just
right. Especially the bill. All
I have to pay for this yummy
meal is 99c. In my book,
that beats free porridge."
Goldilocks

'

Business Admin

1972 Graduates

AUDITIONS FOR CARNATION
ROOM COFFEEHOUSE

=j

"The resumes will be compiled and mailed to prospective employers as a public relations advance by the placement office. Then if an employer has an opening, he can
contact a student directly for additional information." he
said,
Zimmerman said no grade point average, extraeumcular activities or work experience will be listed on the
short resume form,
However, such information will be included on a longer
form used by the placement office but not mailed to employers. he said.
Below is a list of times and locations for senior
meetings, according to college and date of graduation

SIGN UP AT THE
UAOOFFICt

THIRD FLOOR UNION 2-2343

Tu.tdoy, October 3, 1972, Ih.KN.»/1V>

Animal shelter progress lags

An/ma/
shelter

Comtrwctian pJooi far a new animal
tWaytd owe *• county nnancas ana pnannas.

Fiftyor more animals are
held each week in a 20-foot
by 25-foot crumbling brick
building now being used for
the Wood County Animal
Shelter
Although a new building is
planned.
Wood County
planning priorities, money,
and possibly politics are
combining to slow progress
toward the new facility,
according to the Bowling
Green animal warden
William C Barrow said
plans for the Wood County
Juvenile Detention Home
are taking priority over a
new animal shelter, even
though he believes the
shelter could be more easily
planned and built

'Gegenschein Quarterly'
A new literary magazine.
The Gegenschein Quarterly." will go on sale this
week
The publication, edited by
Philip Raymond Smith and
R T Wilkinson, includes
both rough drafts of poems

and the finished works
Smith said rough drafts
have been placed side by
side with the completed
poems to show the development of each work and to
present the poem as a
product of a human being

Toledo Agora to host
11-member rock group
"Malo" will be performing tomorrow night at 8 30 at the
Agora in Toledo
The group features Jorge Santana. brother of Carlos Santana, on lead guitar, and Arcelio Garcia Jr.. brother of a
Grateful Dead member, as lead singer
The Agora is located on Dorr Street in Toledo near Byrne
Street
Doors open at 7 30 p.m. Admission is »3 for persons 18
vears old and over

rather than a product of a
typewriter
Smith established the
quarterly at Washington
State University earlier this
year Although this issue
will be the first edition
available on this campus, it
is the third issue to be published by Smith
MOST OF THE poems included in this issue were
submitted by students in the
Master of Fine Arts iMFAi
program Other works were
submitted by poets who have
either read here before or
will appear on campus in the
near future
Poems for the next issue,
scheduled to be printed at
the end of this quarter.

should be submitted by the
end of November Contributions should be mailed to
Smith at 211 Ada Ave. or
placed in his faculty mailbox in the Knglish department office

Cost of one issue is $1 50
Price of a year's subscription is $5
Copies may be purchased
by writing in Smith

"My reasoning is-why not
go ahead and start building
the shelter" ' Barrow said
"The pound is a simple
operation We don't have to
worry about operating
philosophies or things like
that
The rehabilitation
center, on the other hand, is
a more complex thing," he
said

BARROW

DESCRIBED

Conditions at the present
animal
shelter
as
"terrible, noting that the
facility has never been and
could not possibly be
sterilized because of interior
conditions
Four-foot by 6-foot cages
hold the dogs, but the cages
are bent and rusted
Barrow said old metal
gnllwork
and.
more
recently, metal sheets have
been welded onto the cages
to replace the rusted areas,
but i; is still possible for
small dogs to wander from
cage to cage, he said
Although he estimated 60
per cent of the provisions in
the Federal Animal Welfare
Act of 1C70 are violated by
the shelter, he said the
facility still does not come
under federal scrutiny.
Actual control of the
shelter is held by the County
Commissioners, who in July

voted 2-1 in favor of giving
building priority to the
detention home. Barrow
said
COUNTY Administrator
Ralph Brandeberry denied
that the commission voted
against the shelter, saying
the entire commission had
voted about a year ago to
increase sales taxes for
(unding several projects.

including both the detention
home and the animal
shelter
The priorities which
placed the detention home
before the shelter were
formed then, he explained
"I don't think anyone can
set
a
timetable."
Brandeberry said
"I
certainly wouldn't It's all
part of an overall plan "
According
to both

Brandeberry and Barrow',
plans for the shelter have .,
been developed more
thoroughly than those for
the detention home.
However. Barrow said be
feared the plans for a new
animal shelter would be
ignored after the upcoming
elections "It struck us that
a lot of work got done before
the primary elections." he
said

Rhodes stipend available
Male students interested
in a Rhodes scholarship can
obtain application blanks
from Dr. Frank Baldanza.
professor of Knglish in 2181!
University Pall
Rhodes
scholarships
provide for two or three
vears of study at Oxford
University. England
The stipend is about $4,000
per year
The scholarships are
granted In unmarried men
nl || least junior standing,
who have distinguished
themselves in various areas
of
scholarship,
moral
character, leadership and an
interest in sports.
l)r
llaldanza said.

HE SAID he did not know
how high an applicant's
gr«d« point average must
be. but added that grades
are not the most important
aspect
in
choosing
scholarship recipients
Frank Aydelntt. American
secretary to the Rhodes
Trustees in 1946. stated that
a 3 0 grade point average by
a candidate who was rated
high in other characteristics
would make him preferable
lo a man of brilliant
intellectual
achievement
"who was wanting in
leadership or athletics "

Candidates, recommended
by their local colleges and
universities are first chosen
on a state-wide basis The
names are then sent to a .
district
committee'
representing
Ohio.
Michigan.
Wisconsin.
Illinois.
Indiana and
Kentucky

l)r Baldanza said he
assumed this formula was
still followed

IF CHOSEN, the man
usually works toward a
bachelor of arts degree at
one of Oxford's colleges, but
if qualified for work toward
a higher degree, he may
choose that option. Dr.
Baldanza said
Deadline for applications
is Oct. 31

Have You Signed Up

To Go To Hell:?
PREPARE TO MEET GOD
ETERNITY ■ WHERE SHALL I SPEND IT?
HE THAT HATH EARS TO HEAR,
LET HIM HEAR
The Kingdom of Heaven is likened unto a man which sowed good seed in his field, but while men slept, his
enemy came and sowed tares among the wheat, and went his way But when the blade was sprung up, and
brought lorth Iruit. then appeared the tares also
So the servants ol the householder came and said unlo him. Sir. didst not thou sow good seed in thy in-lil
From whence then hath it tares'* He satd unto them, an enemy hath done this The servants said unto him.
wilt thou then thai we go and gather them up11 But he said. nay. lest while ye gather up the tares, ye root up also the wheat with them Let both grow together until the harvest, and in the time of harvest 1 will say to the
REAPERS, gather ye together FIRST the tares, and BIND 1 HEM IN Bl'NDLKS to burn them, but gather the
wheat into my barn-<Matt 13 24 ;to
What you see today is the fulfillment ol the beginning of the end of the parable of our Lord All these modern day. man made self styled, golden mouthed evangelists and all their smooth, fast talking associates, who
are partial in the Gospel and expose not this religious-sick generation for what it is. are nothing but an assembly of hirelings, blind guides false prophets, hypocrites, self righteous harvest reapers, who are compassing
sea and land to make one convert and multiplying to themselves tares by the scores They preach a salvation
and a gospel and a spin! and a Jesus the Apostles and Prophets knew nothing about They speak ol a peace
that is sickening and a love that is nauseating
If they had the Tltl K LOVE, they would give God honor, glorify Christ, keep all His words, and do all His
Commandments They would make all men see the rotten sin and hypocrisy they are full of. the blessed and
precious righteousness they are empty of. and the wrath and judgment of God they are worthy of
But now these unregenerate zealots, these silk tongued vipers are neither hard on sin nor give the Lord the
glory that is due unto his name
They preach not the repentance that is acceptable, nor the faith that works by love They despise the truth
of the Iree grace of God and exalt the lie of the free will of man i It's man on the throne and God on his knees i

The Equivalent Of 7 Hiroshima A-Bombs
Are Being Dropped On
Indochina Each And Every Month
And that's after si v
Explosives equal to 420 Hiroshima A-bombs have already
been dropped on Vietnam.

American conscience to care only about U.S. casualties, not
about the lives of Vietnamese.

Millions of men. women and children have been killed,
maimed or lefl homeless as a result of the bombing.

Do we really not care about the people we kill?

Are they reviled and reproached and persecuted and separated and cast out and hated of all men for his
name's sake** Nay. but they sit in high places and are praised of the people They walk in pride, love salutations and to be called of men. Reverend this and Doctor that

—and this is what President Nixon calls a policy of "/treat
restraint"!

But this is that which is spoken of by our Lord saying - Woe unto you that are rich* For ye have received
your consolation Woe unto you that are full' For ye shall hunger Woe unto you that laugh NOW' Foryeshall
mourn and weep Woe unto you when all men speak well of you'
For so did their fathers to the false prophets
< Luke 6 24 26)

He tells us he is winding down the war
and then says that
unless North Vietnam accepts his terms, there will be no reduction of the bombing. (As a matter of fact, there will probably be a further escalation.)

And AgainBul what went ye out for to see'' A man clothed in soft raiment'' Behold they that wear soft-clothing are in
kings' houses" iMatt II li ior should I say. While Houses)
Marantha

- And let all the Sons of Truth, that love the Lord Jesus Christ with burning hearts, say so

SOUND EVANGELISM Vs. ECUMENICAL EVANGELISM!
The battle lor the lailh has entered the field ol EVANGELISM The problem Christians are laced with
is
Shall we Jive ourselves to EVANGELIZATION with leaders who JOIN HANDS WITH LIBERAL.
MODERNISTIC (HI RCH LEADERS and in order lo be ethical '
Shall we send converts hack to
(III R< HES THAT ARE THEMSELVES Synagogues ol Satan'
On the other hand.
Shall we Do the work ol an evangelist. as set lorth in 2 Timothy 4 l-TT" Will our
ministry be one ol REI'ROOF. REBUKE. CORRECTION' If we do follow the Lord, then will we he unloving, or does the Lord leach that

as many as He loves He rebukes and chasten?"

THE HELD IS BErXlRE US. and as we see II. God espects us lo PREACH THE WORD. THE WHOLE
COUNSEL OK GOD. lo espect TRIBULATION, and lo be prepared lo endure il
The reason lor this becomes obvious as Ihe time has come when MEN WILL NOT ENDURE SOUND
DOCTRINE'' FAITHFUL, FEARLESS PREACHING, without doubt will lead to many situations which call
lor patient, loving, lender - yel UNMOVEABLE. ALWAYS ABOUNDING" EVANGELISM We covet your
prayers as we labor in SOIL WINNING FOR HIM
THE WAY OF THE CROSS LEADS HOME, and as we follow Him. we will be blessed with SOULS FOR
OUR HIRE May God keep each one of His own in the place of faithlulness I Cor IS St

"Prepare to meet God"..
AMOS 4:12
thank you.

John Beach

335 Derby Awe.
Bowling Green, Ohio

years of protest!

"Those who have had a chance for four years and could not
produce peace, should not be given another chance," Nixon,
October 9, 1968.
On this October 9th. il will be 'oar years. Can oar conscience
stand the gnill of another foar years of this kind of immorality
under Richard Nixon?
What are the justifications we are given for this wasting of
Vietnam and its people? To protect the people of South Vietnam from communism? To maintain democracy?
The regime we are defending suspends elections, muzzles the
press, jails and tortures its political opponents. The people we
are supposed to be saving are being systematically killed.

Americans will not always be able to ignore the consequences
of our actions. We will be asked: How could it happen? Where
were you? Whal did you do?

lust protesting is not enough.
| ] Voting your conscience is not enough.
Your dollars are crucial. Your dollars can slop the killing. Make
it possible for George McGovcrn to awaken the people before
November 7.
President McGovcrn would end the war.
People of conscience must make this final sacrifice: contribute
your utmost!
I lip. is our last chance to make a difference.
Dear Senator McGovern:
j

j

I loo feel compelled lo do m> utmost lo end Ihe war in
Vietnam - and I know that requires ihe sacrificial giving of
dollars lo help you awaken every American. Enclosed is m\
contribution of S25 lor the closest to thai figure I can manage).
Peace.

To the survivors, our light to contain communism in Southeast
Asia (at the same time that we are making business deals with
communist countries) can only be viewed as hypocritical fanaticism, indistinguishable from that which we have sworn to
SI All

oppose.
Even as the bombing and killing have been escalated, most
Americans appear to have tuned out on what's happening in
Indochina. The Nixon Administration is counting on the

PLEASE MAKI CHECKS PAYAil.l TO:
Till Al.l 1)1 M.I.OS I KN COMMirn I
:t)l FAST 4- STREET
NEW YORK, NY. MOP

if our icporl filed with the appropriate NII|KT*ISOI> ollitvi i* On will be I available loi piHcha-*: Itioin the
Superintendent of IXieumcnls. U S Government Pnnlini: Office, Washington. D.C. 20402.

j

fla^a 6/Th. SO N»w», Tu~4«y. Octohar S. !•»

Faculty vote due on no smoking' issue
Editor i molt
Mhnrlaf it Ike first
two-part
terlei
rnolaltoai to be voted
by Family Seaale
raoath. Part Two
appear tomorrow.

The
of ■
»n
ago*
Ihli
will

By Deaaii Seeda
Staff Reporter
AM
tenured
and
probationary
University
faculty will receive ballots
this week to vote on
resolutions
passed
by
Faculty Senate last May
One of the resolutions is a
smoking ban which would
prohibit smoking in "nondesignated
areas"
and
would give University police
the power to arrest violators
without using a warrant

During the summer the ad
hoc review committee on
the smoking resolution
collected arguments from
the faculty. The copies
included both pro and con
viewpoints
Faculty opinions on the
resolution included
DR. RUSSELL Decker,
professor of business law.
who
proposed
the
resolution
The principal reason lor
presenting the resolution at
this time was to emphasize
two situations'
--"The growing evidence
of the health hazard to nonsmokers from smoking in
crowded rooms
This does not deny one
the freedom to smoke

GIRLS-GUYS
DO YOU KNOW ABOUT
STOCKS?

NO!
PLAY THE
$10,000 STOCK MARKET GAME
SPEAKERS, TRIPS, AWARDS
JOIN THF

Stock Market Club
SIGN-UP NOW - BA BLDG.
MEETING
TUE., OCT. 10,7:30 P.M.
CAPITAL ROOM

--"The moral issue of
having a valid regulation
based
upon statutory
authority, and not enforcing
it
"The moral issue is not in
smoking, but in the violation
by some faculty members
and students of the known
regulation and in the failure

himself, and continues to
permit him to take his
chances with his own
health
"But. this approach to the
problem begins now to
recognize the right of the
non-smoker not to be
harmed by the smoking
habits of others

Jury charges two
in armory bombing
A Toledo federal grand jury has returned indictments on
two men charged with bombing a truck at the Bowling
Green National Guard Armory last May.
Charles Hoag. 20. ol 51 Back Bay Rd., and Ricky Cocke. 19.
of Grand Rapids, were indicted on charges of destroying
property owned or leased by the federal government and
possession of an unregistered destruction device.
Cocke was charged with the actual detonation ol the
device while Koag was named as an accomplice.
THE CHARGES stem from a search warrant issued by
the federal court to the FBI for Hoag's apartment at 123 W
Reed St At that time IJoag was charged in Bowling Green
Municipal Court with possession ol marijuana and
prohibited use of a dwelling
Both men have been free on personal bond since a July
appearance in the U.S. District Court. Each will reappear in
district court to be arraigned on federal indictments.
Hoag is also scheduled to be arraigned in Municipal Court
next Friday on the drug charges.

THE
SISTERS OF KAPPA DELTA
WELCOME
YOU BACK FOR A GREAT

NEW YEAR

of some faculty members
and administrators to
enforce it."

was made during the
'McDonald
Era'
when
virtually all decisions were
made by one person and
simply rubber stamped' by
the Board of Trustees....

DR. DAVID Newman,
associate professor of
chemistry:
"The original Board of
Trustee's resolution ol May
9. 1959 in no way should
apply to our behavior today.
It is obvious that morality,
not health, was being
legislated (at that time)
because the government had
not yet made the decision
that smoking was injurious
to health.
"Moreover, the decision

"Finally, there should be
no situation, short of
stopping a possible felony
from being committed,
which allows an officer of
the law to arrest someone
without a warrant las the
resolution so states)."
DR. JOSEPH Gray,
assistant
professor of
German and Russian

I opt

ACROSS

Tau Kappa Epsilon
RUSH PARTY

ADMISSION 3.00

designated area'' "

62 Diminutive suffix.
63 Lead.
64 Vapor: Comb,
form.
65 Boa al the
movlea.
66 Symbolic bird.
67 Catchea.

1 t l.-~|..-rii-.
". Suiting.

10 Pluck.
11 II.- Valera'a land.
15 Character in
"Peter Pan."
16 Inraulinui.
17 Above.
18 Juvenile heroine.
19 I Inivei -ii> eily
of Norway.
20 Region, ai In
Scotland.
22 Veteran actor.

DOWN
1 Water animal.
2 Romola'a
huiband.

3 Aligned.
4 Supplant.
5 An age.

24 Knack.
25 School eventt.

6
7
8
9
10

26 Feature of
Chicago.
30 Character In
"Romola."

34 A voided
eicntcheon.
35 Spaniah gold.
36 Speckle.

11
12

37 Gel
of.
38 Town in
Mainarhuaetta.
40
told.

13
21
23

41 Endleaa. old
.tyle.

25
26
27

43 l.egumr.

28

46 Some votera.

WED., OCT. 4

"If a campus security
officer is urged to 'arrest
without warrant' a student,
employee,
visitor, or
random
passerby
for
smoking in a non-designated
area, do you suppose that
just as easily he might be
urged to do the same to. say.
someone wearing a beard in
a non-designated area? Or
not wearing a beard in a

12 On I Fcjiurci Coir

45 Long range
navigation.

MAL0 IN CONCERT

DR.
FREDERICK
Eckman.
professor of
English:
". Can this publicspirited resolution contain
more than it appears to?
Might it possibly (0
Horrors! i be a precedentsetting attempt to control

any kind of customary habit
or act not deemed in the
spirit of lawful behavior or.
indeed, of an employment
contract?

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

44 Range.

A Fraternity
For Life

"I find the effort to
impose
moralistic
judgments on the entire
faculty somewhat quaint in
its Puritan antiquananism.
but feel compelled to argue
that sinners should be free
to choose fire and brimstone
if they so desire.

29
31
32
33

48 111.Imp'beaddreat.
50 Caia lady: Abbr.

51 An equal.
54 Belling.
58 Inter

36

59 Heath plant.
61 Midnight.

38
39

Fate.
Lettrra.
Reviled, ai ropy.
Stalnera.
Complaint:
Slang.
Coarae file.
Part of an
archipelago.
God of thunder.
Kind of boat.
Flab-eating
mammal.
State policeman.
Stendhal hero.
Third: Comb,
form.
More
experienced.
Noun luftix.
Bowling acore.
Cobbler.
Mountain range
in Africa.
Magic ladder of
old tale.
Mita Oakley.
Neckline.

ANSWER 10 PREVIOUS PUZZLE
42 Ruth wildly
about.
44 Title of Moalem
leader.
46 Harneaa ring.
47 Conatellatlon.
49 Pouri.

F
1

I

A

P

I Hi 'C B.C"

F,I~UVET
C

<~aaaaaani

51 Summon.
52 A hodgepodge.
53 Chlneae dynasty.

54 Mark.
55 Greek letter.
56 Inteniible.
57 Big: Fr.
60 Oriental name.

THE WIZARD OF ID

by Brauat Barker and Joknny hart

DOORS OPFN 7:30
mNOFRTBFOINS8-30
$
Al SO APPEARING

TILMAN
at

Tues., Oct 3 ■ 7-9 p.m.

The Agora

ALL INTERESTED MEN
INVITED

TOLEDO - DORR & BYRNE - 531-4624

U.A.0. "STR0HS" a
PARTY
Bus Trip To Strohs Brewery
In Detroit
Tho only charp,p is bus
faro nf '4 50

101 N. MAIN
352-0798

00

CLOSE-OUT SPECIAL ON
NBA
S^-gB
BASKETBALL SHOES "0~

JROO

H0WARD JOHNSONS

ASTRO
AVIATION
BGSU AIRPORT

Invites You To Visit

THE RUM KEG

EAST POE ROAD
OFFERS

THE«5» INTRODUCTORY
FLIGHT LESSON.
. You can earn college credit for both learning to fly and tak
; mg the private pilot ground school at the Bowling Green
; State University Airport Fall quarter ground school will
I start Oct 9 Evening classes

Call 354-4673 For Any Information
On Flight Lessons Or Ground School

|: 5°°

Tuesday (Hi i 1972

(enter

People needed to work as
volunteers thru the UCF
Community
Services
Programs
Tutoring
recreation.
mechanic
special
ed opportunities
Meeting Oct 3. 7 30pm at
UCF i corner of Thursim 4
Ridge •

7 9pm

Do
\<\ui
Christmas
shopping early ai PAGER

Women s gymnastic practice 4 6pm. Women s South Kym
BGSU
Skating
Members only

Club

Ice

Arena,

skating

8 10pm

Rugby Club lirst practice All new members welcome
Sterling Kami, across from Kreischer Quad. 4pm
Bowling GraM People for Peace
Wednesdav 8pm
Alpli.1

Phi

Omega

Alumni

25% OFF ON SCUBA EQUIPMENT

Hurry only a limited no. can go
Sign up now at the U.A.O. office

$

childhood learning center. 15
B Oak St all day. am & pm
sessions available 3S2-S039

200 C.rad

Room

Union

STUDIOS

Information night

Bus Leaves Union at 5:15 p.m.
FRIDAY, OCT. 6

|

~°*®*~ CLaSSIFIED -*«**
t W1PI IS CALENDAR

CONVERSE TENNIS SHOES
TFAM EQUIPMENT
CYM CLOTHING
HANDBAI I & PAODI EBALI SUPPLIES
HOCKFY EQUIPMENT

FREE FOOD & BEER

*5

REDDISH
SPORTING GOODS

$

5°°

Now Appearing Mon.-Sot

RICH AMBROSE
? for 1 Double Bubble Hours
arfi 4 "til 8 every night

College Night is Sunday
East Wooster

Please help bring him home
Lg male cat solid gray with
white spot on chest, maybe
wearing rawhide cord bell
REWARD 3520447

funded for $310 000 to
service 228 children Salarv
18500
to
$9500
For
application 4 (urther info
contact WSOS Community
Action Commission
PO
Box 671
Fremont
Ohio
43420

RIDES

SKRVU IBS OFFERED

Riders to Boston Thursdav
Oct
7 share driving 4
expenses Call 353 7189 after
5

PRIMARY COLORS BEST
IN K<> MUSIC FOR ANY
OCCASION CALL TIM 354
5103

Ride needed
Athens Ohio
any wk-ed 37-4792 Garv

Mini regngerator
Call 353-6488

LOST

Need ride to Klint. Mi on
afternoon ot Oct 6 372 3094
Need ride from anyone
taking Rt 6 or Mermill Rd
from BG at any hour Will
pa\ much monev Please
call Roger 457 2698 alter 5
WANTED
Girl s bike good condition
best oiler call 372-5588
PELPWANTED
Equal
Dpportunitv
Employer
WSOS
Community
Action
Commission
is
now
accepting applications lor
administrator for the I'ead
Start Program 4 stall which
includes
7 centers
12
classes, in a 4 county area
The I'ead Start Program i«

rental

PERSONAL
Coming
This
Week'
LASALLES annual Back to
Campus ' College Night See
Thurs
BG
News lor
complete details
CUSTOM
WEDDING
RINGS
bv
PHILLIP
MORTON at the WORKING
PAND CRAFT CENTER
515Conneaut. 353 9932
Weekly earnings male and
inn.lie
Blood
Plasma
Dot or Center 610 Monroe
St Toledo Ohio Prs Mon
Kn 8-5 Open Thurs nites
till 9pm ph 255 3535
WED $2 COVER DRINK
N
DROWN
AT TPE
GIGOLO-OPEN ATI
Plan

Do and Talk

earlv

Scuba club organizational
meeting
elections,
discussions ol this year's
events'
Sunday. Oct 8.
7 30pm Taft Room. Union. 79pm

Eunice yef Interested in*
helping
form
a
group
discuss
the
works
and
philosophy of Robert A
l'einlein''CallReb2-1434
Welcome back Alpha Chi s'
Get ready to rave, from the
pledges'
Congratulations to John and
Sue on your engagement
From the Sisters of Delta

Utt
Coming
this
week'
LAS ALLES annual Back to
Campus College Night See
Thursdays BG News for
complete details
WED-S2 COVER DRINK N
DROWN AT THE GIGOLO

OPEN AT 8
KOR SALE OR RENT

Brotherhood thru Service
Alpha
Phi
Omega
Information Night Alumni
Room. Union. 7-9pm

Coming
this
week'
LASALLES annual Back to
Campus College Night See
Thursday s BG News for
complete details
Interested
in being a
volunteer working in the
community^ TONIGPT for
details, at UCF Center,
corner ot Thurstin and
Ridge 7 30pm
Alpha Gam Sisters, was our
breakfast a real Mast-off*
We ve only just begun love,
your spacey' pledfi
WED «COVER DRINK
N
DROWN
AT T|'E
GIGOLO OPEN AT 8

Pouse for sale - 4 bdrm 2
story house. I block Irom
campus.
new
rool.
appliances
131
S
Enterprise 353-2373
Must sell
Canon FTb-QL
fl 4 - 50 mm lens Guarantee
still good Call 832-2360
Olivetti
lettera
port
typewriter $25 2 girls bikes
$15 and $20 352-7285
AQUARIUM SALE at the
Putch 10 gal tank $5 65
521 S Prospect ph 354-9603
8-track
stereo
tape
deck
Epi phone classical
guitar 2 burner hot plate
and assorted dishes All in
good condition 4 reasonable
354-4744

The
it/ - congratulate
Robin and Larry, and Milo
and Judy on their IV PH
TAU engagements

Mono PI-FI components.
Weathers
speakers. $25
turntable amplifier ph 352-

Brothers of Delta Sigma Pi
call
352 7471
lor an
important message

GE stereo. AM-FM radio
new $200 now $125 oi best
offer Call 354-0281

Remember Mike and Jubal'
Pave vou met Johann and

19 in M 4 wh GE port TV
Goodcond 352-6364

7813

Men s ice skates sue 9 $10
women s ice skates, sue 6.
$15 used one season call 352
7813
71 CB Ponda 100 Call 372
4461
71 VW must sell - onlv 7000
mi Psych Bg 124 - 352-6345
71 VW bus like new 8000 mi
686 4484
M rmle wanted $65 mo
WintrpTer Gary 352-5850
Need 2 F rmates Cherrv
Pill $57 50 Call 352-6248 ask
for Kathi or Gerrv
3rd housemate needed
room 735 Kenwood

own

Wanted E grad roommate
$70 mo 218 Thurstin Manor
Wanted I hip female to
share 4-man apt now ul
June 352-9232

GREENVIEW
APART
ME NTs 142 br apts 9 412
mo leases pool, rec 4
laundry rooms Sauna bath 4
exercise room Ox Roast
serious,
but
swinging
management 352-1195
Unfurnished 2 bdrm apt
Pas appliances 9 or 12
month lease available See
anvtime at 839 4th St apt
No I or call 352-9318
Mobile home for rent 197165x12 2 bdrm. 2 baths, turn
with
range 4
refrig
excellent for small family or
2-4 students In BG Call
Bloorndale 454-2504 after
6pm
VICTOR APARTMENTS
-If you thought we were
rotten last vear. rent Irom
us again' Rats are taking us
over and the offer still
stands to sudv bubonic
plague Iree
Call
Rick
Graham ph 352-5903

»-*~l,0*+m*.i9n,nm»Qn~n/Vw7

Kent State dumps
booters in OT
By Bob Moon
Staff Writer

MpWojfcHi fcy HUcri. J. I—l
This was (ml M of MM HMI HI* Meant
"md Aon- Hood*" in Mw 4-3 —Hwi In*

Bowling Green s hopes for
getting off on the right foot
in Mid-American Conference soccer disappeared in a
"flash Saturday at the
soccer field
Kent State nipped the
Falcons. 4-3. in overtime
Although the score was
close. Kent's Golden
Flashes out-played and.
more
importantly,
outhuslled the Falcons
"They did all they had to
do to win.'' said dejected
coach Mickey Cochrane
"They wanted it more than
we did They're a hustling
team with a lot of desire I
felt certain we'd be just as
much up for the game as
they were, but 1 was
wrong "
Falcon halfback Steve
Cabaka temporarily saved
BG from defeat when he tied
the score at 3-3 with only 15
seconds remaining in
regulation time
HOWEVER.
MIDWAY
through the first overtime
period. Jim Lawrence pul
the Flashes ahead to stav

with an unassisted goal
The Falcons opened up the
scoring at 24 00 of the first
half on a shot by Dave
Dyminski and an assist by
EricSeldin

charged with a hand ball
violation

Eleven minutes later.
Kent's. Dennis Thompson
tied the score, as he headed
the ball neatly between
goalie Bill I'eyne and
fullback Buddy Lewis for an
unassisted goal
With a minute remaining
in the half, history repeated
itself as Thompson took a
corner kick from teammate
Jim Lawrence off his head,
once again, knocking the ball
between f'eyne and Lewis.
IT WAS Thompson who
got the assist on the third
goal for Kent State at 12:00
into the second half
Maneuvering the ball in the
right corner of the attack.
Thompson bounced a pass to
Hartley LeRoy, who was
coming down the middle
LeRoy took the shot and the
Flashes had a 3-1 lead
Dyminski scored his
second goal of the afternoon
at 20:00 on a penalty shot
after Kent s Hob Meden was

The Falcons put relentless
pressure or. Kent's defense.
bu<the Flashes were equal to
the task Though BG kept
the ball in Kent's territory,
the Falcons couldn't seem to
pass the ball where they
needed to most.
Bowling Green took a total
of 58 shots compared to onlyIB for Kent State, meaning
the Flashes made their shots
count
"THE TOUGHEST job in
soccer is to finish (get the
shot that will score the
goal i." Cochrane said "We
just Wouldn't put the
finishing touch on "
This is the first time this
year we slowed the ball
down, he added "Usually
we play fast, fluid soccer
On offense, our strong side
is the right Today, for some
reason, we kept going to the
left side and it was lotallv
ineffectual Kent did an
excellent job of neutralizing
anything we had "
Next match for the
Falcons will be Saturday
when (hey travel to Miami
I'niversilv

Harriers fall, 26-29
Special to The Newt
MUMCIE, Ind -Rolling
hills and soggy ground set
the scene for Bowling
Green s 26-29 loss to Ball
State University here
Saturday

MIWIOIHU

by Marda I. km*

BawOnf OTMH |idtwdn HI Hoyno got.
mm fibtiM fcw o Oildm Booh m Hm

JVs win 1st
Bowling Green's junior
varsity football team opened
its season yesterday with a
21-15 victory over Eastern
Michigan University before
an estimated crowd of 200 at
Perry Field
All three Falcon touchdowns were scored on the
ground as part of a devastating rushing attack which
saw BG pile up 267 yards as
compared to only 85 for
Eastern
Freshman quarterback
John Boles scored the first
Falcon touchdown on a nineyard keeper with 7:54
remaining in the second
quarter That tied the score
at 7-7 after Eastern quarterback Tony Bielski had
opened the scoring in the
first quarter by tossing a 32yard touchdown pass to Fred
Crawford
FOUR MINUTES into the
third quarter. Falcon wingback Mike Watson plunged
in from the two yard line to
give Bowling Green the
lead Watson, a 510'. 180pound freshman from
Akron, was the game's
leading rusher with 130

yards on 28 carries for a 4.6yard average
Vic Bakunoff closed out
the scoring for the Falcons
in the fourth quarter on a
nine-yard run. capping a 73yard drive.
With 2 26 left in the game.
Eastern's Tom O'Branovic
scored on a two-yard plunge
for Eastern's final score of
the afternoon Bielski's pass
to O'Branovic for the
conversion left the final
score 21-15 in favor of the
Falcons

WELCOME
BACK
STUDENTS

VARSITY
LANES
?4 BRUNSWICK
I ANES
Bll I IARDS
lOOKTAII LOUNGE

1033 S.MainSt.
Ph. 352-5247

First United Methodist

Church
located diagonally across from
Harshman Hall on East Wooster

is here to serve you
Sunday Morning "'--ship

9 30 AM
11.00 AM

BOOK'S BIKE SHOP
SAlfS

SfRWCf

102W.P0E

353^8323

As expected Ball State's
Steve Wynder took the
individual honors, turning
the five-mile course in 24:57
BSU's Bill Gavanaugh
finished second in 25:15
The Falcons managed to
hold the third spot with cocaptain Steve Danforth
finishing in 25:20
DANFORTH. WHO was
running second most of the
race, slipped and fell on the
rain-soaked course just as
he passed the four-mile
mark He still managed to
retain some stride, but
didn't have quite enough
time to pass Gavanaugh for
the second spot

If Danlorth would have
fallen earlier in the race he
still would have had a
Chance, but it's very hard to
get back up and run after
four miles." said Falcon
coach Mel Brodt
The Falcons' pre-meet
strategy was to break up
Ball State's top five runners,
who are notorious for
running in a pack.
"We almost did it." said
Brodt. "We managed to
break up the bottom of their
pack, but we didn't get the
one outstanding performance that we were looking
for."
FOURTH PLACE was
taken by Ball State's Bob
Bowman, followed by BG's
Craig Macdonald. Tracy
Elliott. Bob McOmber and
Dan McFarland.

Bowling Green's harriers
now hold an 0-2 record They
will be looking for their first
win against Indiana
University, this Saturday

"There is no sense getting
discouraged." said Brodt. "I
think we'll improve with
time Also, we've got two of
our toughest meets behind
us The ones we're really
concerned about are the
MAC duals

DIAL - A - DIALOGUE
Have you |ust completed a fabulous book and want to
tap about it with someone else who's read it'
Have you recently formulated an exciting idea that
needs to be shared with a receptive other'
Do you have a particular interest in a subiect. a skill, an
art. that requires the presence of similarly interested
parties'
Do you need to know more about a specific topic, and
would value contacting someone to share his or her
expertise with you'

352-5166
or
352-5169
5 p.m. -1 a.m. Daily
4:30-2 a.m. Fri. & Sat.

PHONE EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES...WE WILL HAVE
YOUR REQUIREMENTS PUBLISHED IN THE CLASSIFIED AD SECTION OF BG NEWS, INVITING INTERESTED PERSONS TO PHONE YOU DIRECT..

2-2256...2-2256...DIAL-A-0IAL0GUE...2-2256...2-2256
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l>—<Jm» lorry CatM, tho flam. «

Uoding ruthor. Gary Zolonn (71) Mpi out along with an
unioontriiod player

Falcon notes. . .

'Best team yet'
Staff Special

KALAMAZOO Despite
Bowling Green's sub-par
performance against Western Michigan. Bronco
coach Bill Doolittle had
nothing but praise for the
Kalcons
'••They're the best team
we've played all year ' he
said. "Even better than
Kresno Slate (which beat
Western 41-141
When asked il he thought
Bowling (ireen played up to
its capability. Doolittle said.
"This was just a typical
MAC game You can't say
they played poor or good
We were fired up and they
were fired up too We both
had emotional letdowns."

•••

THE OFFICE OF
EXPERIMENTAL
STUDIES
presents

FAST FREE
DELIVERY

Dofomivo bocki Myron Woton (M) and Dave Turner (24) put

DOWned

MIKE JORGENSEN. the
Bronco antihero who threw
for the tying touchdown late
in the fourth quarter, but
fumbled the snap on the extra point attempt that would
have given Western a 14-13
win. offered
this "I
hurt my finger and couldn't

grip the ball loo well It was
my fault I jusl couldn't hold
on "

STATISTICALLY SPEAK
ING-- Quarterback Keid
Lamport
was
sevenfor-20 passing for 102 yards
with two interceptions For
the third straight game, he
gave way to second man Joe
Babies
Tony Bell caught
five passes for 88 yards and
a TD
Second team tight
end Brian Cross grabbed
two for 14.
Kalcon backs were sacked
12 times for 38 yards Paul
Miles was dropped for 22 of
those yards, though he
gained 50 Phil Polak had 34
yards on 10 carries
LINEBACKER JOHN
Villapiano was all over the
field, getting 14 tackles, including seven solos Kevin
Taylor, who started in place
of injured co-captain Bill
Montrie. had eight solo
tackles and deflected two
Bronco passes.

When Bowling Green
scored its first touchdown
late in the first half. Univer'
sity President Pollis A.
Moore Jr was hardly the demure person a university
president is in ordinary situations
Standing with Dr James
Miller, president of Western
Michigan. Dr Moore let his
true feelings go when Bell
grabbed the 34-yard TD pass
from Lamport.

•••

Bowling Green should be
in its best shape, physically,
for the Toledo clash Saturday John Brandyberry was
the only real casualty
against Western, pulling a
hamstring muscle. . Gary
Seemann. knocked out early
in the game, is okay Bill
Montrie. who was feared to
be out for the season with a
knee injury, could play
against Toledo, according to
Nehlen
"A lot of the minor things
that have bothered us are
about cleared up." Nehlen
said

UAO Euchre Tournament
Sign up sheet in UAO office
3rd floor of Union

Begins Thursday Oct 12 - 7:00-10:00
Ohio Suite - 25c per person
Brinp, your own partner or
let us know by Oct. ] 7 and
we'll pet you a partner.

mQ
OPEN HOUSE -TONITE!

7-9
1

TUESDAY NIGHTS

ALL MEN WELCOME!

GET

SPECIAL ATTRACTION!

2 COKES FREE

DOMINO'S

COME WITNESS ONE OF THE MOST
PHENOMENAL SPORTING EVENTS
IN THE WORLD - EXEMPLIFYING
THE AGONY OF DEFEAT AND THE
AGONY OF WINNING! •

with the order of any size pizza
For the best Pizzas
Delivered Hot, Fast and Free

Call 352-5221

PIKE HOUSE-NORTHWEST CORNER OF NEW FRATERNITY ROW

,TiMMlay,OcMbw3,1973

Quarterback Joe Babkt found out what several BG backs found out. Wettern
Michigan wat good at stopping the ruth. The Broncos tacked tho Falcons
runnors 12limes for 38 yards.

Pursuit

Score

lorry Coles scores Western's first touchdown of tho day despite being tackled
by an unidentified Falcon defender Joe Russell ( 5 1 I and Rick Newman (right
foreground) aro too lato also.

13-13: Falcons mortal after all
By Du Cissedsy
Autstut Sports Editor
KALAMAZOO Alter rising to the
occasion in its first two road games
against Purdue and Miami. Bowling
Greens football team sank back to
reality and a 13-13 tie with Western
Michigan in a Mid-American
Conference clash
Only a missed conversion kick by the
***********************************
T lm
A A A if™
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BOWLING WEEN
01
K n S ,ale
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first time in 66 games, dating back to
1965
It didn't appear that the game would
be a tie even in the fourth
quarter when the Broncos scored all of
their points
Western's reserve
quarterback Paul Jorgensen developed
fumbleitis. but BG couldn't capitalize
OB his mistakes
It was probably Western's fumbles
that kept them from winning. BG
recovered three of the seven Bronco
bobbles, one which led to the first
score of the game Karl Hargrove
recovered the ill fated turnover on the
i,ronr,(S':ayard line
THREE' PLAYS later BG

Western Michigan
o o I
J °.
°
Miami
0 1 0
IH*I ******************************
n
■ uu.
-ti.u i...
Broncos
Mike <.
( anfield
late :_
in IL.
the
. ... _ ,
fourth quarter kept the ralcons an
undefeated team and tied for the top of
... a i1-0-1
,, i —
-J i. .....
the «../•
MA( with
record
It was
...
Western ...
s first.. eague contest
"
*
.
.
.
The game was marked by such.
i
i _ w.n
U_.JI;
sloppy
footing andA sloppy
ball-handling
that when it ended with neither team
ahead, the general reaction of an
estimated 17.800 Waldo Stadium fans
seemed to be that of watching a bomb
...
. . _.
,.was_ a duo
...
I ail to explode
1 lie game
v
"

wmKback Tony Bell ()pen on ,he |e(,
side and hit him for a 34-yard score for
the 7-0 lead
' ,, ,
, ,
The Falcons
. . dominated the third
period, thanks mainly to a time^
U)u«.nd(iwn drlve ajded bv
.,
...
. „, ,
two
15-yard
Western
„ . .' JTpenalties
., against
„
Michigan The , costly' Bronco
. .. mistake
was vpass interference at the one-vard
... ■
line on a Lamporl-lo
Roger Wallace
r
pas
* „.._...._.... ._.. ...
,
,.
.'hilPolak broke into the end zone off
he
,0W,n plaV
'•"^ Jjf*<« ' J°!
fI
'°
«* ,he *-?"« •** , ,!oweveTTaylor
s
point-after
attempt
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THE STAND-OFF was the first for
the Falcons since a 14-14 draw with
Dayton in 1970 Western tied for the
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WESTERN CAME right back with a
IU own J r ensen
SP*****
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who entered the game in the second

Ohio II

I

I 0

quarterback

Reid

Lamport

found

half, and halfback Larry Gates, the top
rusher with 90 yards, ran the ball to
the Bowling Green six as the quarter
ended
fates ran it in on the first play of the
final quarter and the Bronco deficit
was cut to 13-7
The Falcons failed to move the ball
the remainder of the game, paving the

Ticket sale
About 2,000 general admission
tickets are currently on sale lor the
Howling Green-Toledo loolball game
this Saturday at the Glass Bowl in
Toledo. All seats are priced at $4
Tickets can be obtained al the
Memorial Call or Stadium ticket
offices.

***********************************
way for Western's comeback
It came after Ihe Falcons failed to
lake advantage of a Jorgensen tumble
on the Western 19 The Bronco defense
stiffened and BG coach Don Nehlen
decided to punt on fourth and 19 from
the Western 28-yard line, declining a
45 yard field goal attempt
"UNDER THE right conditions I
could have made It," Taylor said of a
possible attempt for three points."but
we had to play il sale "
The Falcons punted instead, and Ed
McCoy's kick went out of bounds on the
Western Michigan eight Nehlen said
later he was gambling the defense
would force the Broncos to punt the

ball back, but instead misfortune
struck the Falcons with 4 20 left to
play

On third and eight from the Western
2.1 yard line. Jorgensen. who completed
only three of seven passes in the game,
iound light end Bob Gavinski wide open
lor a 77-yard pass play that knotted the
score at 13
"I DIDN'T KNOW what coverage
they I BG's defense) were in at the
time,'' Nehlen said "But regardless of
the coverage it's ridiculous to get beat
on a third and eight for a touchdown "
Fortunately for BG. near hero
Jorgensen bobbled Ihe snap from
center on the extra point attempt and
Ihe kick was blocked by a flock of
Falcons
Neither team could move the ball
alter that Following an exchange of
punts. Nehlen had Joe Babies run
quarterback keepers to eat up the
clock with a minute left A last-gasp
Western Michigan effort failed as time
ran out
"WE WERE GOING lor a tie when
we had the ball deep in our own
territory on the last series," Nehlen
latei admitted
Thus the Falcons missed a chance to
take sole possession of first place in
what could be a wild MAC race The
olfense couldn't seem to gel untracked.
.is Western'* domination of the team
statistics revealed

Just one of those days for Bowling Green

Ployed it safe, coaches say
By Fred R. Ortllp
Sports Editor
KALAMAZOO II the old west gam
biers could have seen the way coaches
Don Nehlen and Bill Doolittle played
their cards here Saturday, the dust
bitten card-sharks would have sliud
dered
For the tie ball game between Bowl
ing Green and Western Michigan was.
indeed, one of many strategies and im
portant gambles which stayed on the
conservative side
Probably the biggest wager Nehlen
didn't make came on a fourth down anil
19 situation when Bowling Green had
possession on Western's 28 with less
than six minutes to go in the game

, V
NewsptMU ky Gene J Pudioi

Bill Doolittle and Don Nehlen

INSTEAD OF trying what would
have been a 45-yard field goal with the
wind. Nehlen elected to punt the ball
away and rely on the reliable Falcon
defense.
At the time. Ihe decision-though con
servative--seemed good Ed McCoy
punted out of bounds at Western's
eight-yard line and the Broncos were

six points down and 92 yards away with
little lime remaining
In the end. however, the decision
didn't look so good Six plays later Paul
Jorgensen. who subbed for Doolittle's
son. Steve in the second half, connected with Bob Gavinski for the 77yard touchdown pass play that left
things at a draw

splitting the uprights in the pre-game
warm-up from around 45 yards out
"All 1 know is I was happy when they
punted," he said

IF HE'D had a second chance, however. Nehlen says he would have done
the same thing
"We played the percentages." he
said "We had them on the eight-yard
line If our defense stops them we've
got a good chance of pushing it over
ourselves
"If we had been five yards closer, we
would have tried Ihe field goal." he
said
Doolittle said he would have handled
the situation differently Western's
soccer-style hooter Mike Canfield was

"I THOUGHT the gamble was too
long." he said. "We just wanted to kick
the damn thing out of there."
"That would have been a real tough
decision." said Nehlen "But 1 think he
was probably right."

Doolittle refused to risk going for a
first down on a fourth and four at BG's
49 on the third-to-last series of the
game.

Punter Ed Ferguson couldn't have
nailed one better Western downed his
kick at the BG one with less than a
minute to play Nehlen played it conservative as quarterback Joe Babies
sneaked i which was expected I out to
the nine on the first play.

Even after they got some breathing
room, the Falcons were content with
Babies diving into the line and. in
effect, playing for the tie-something a
lot of fans don't generally appreciate
about coaches
NEHLEN'S SIMPLE explanation A
tie doesn't hurt BG A loss does And
when you're only a few yards from the
other guy's goal line, you don't gamble
They had no other alternative than
to lose the game." responded Doolittle
when asked what he would have done

But when questioned if he would have
opened things up with, perhaps, an offtackle or a sweep. Billy Doo paused
momentarily and groped for an answer
"I don't know what the hell I would
have done." he finally said in wonderment

Miles stalled, Don patient
KALAMAZOO II you're I statistics
disciple, you would swear Paul Miles is
not having such a hot year
The 6-loot. 190-pound junior, who
streaked to 1.185 yards last year and a
plethora of honors, is much more than
just slightly behind last season's pace
He was held to a combined 84 yards
on the ground against Purdue and
Miami and was checked to only 1 9
yards per carry here Saturday against
Western Michigan i50 yards on 26
FOR THE STATISTICS buffs. Miles
now has 134 yards rushing compared to
last year's 341 over the same period

The obvious question is what's
wrong''
The obvious answer-at least in
coach Don Nehlen's corner-is absolutely nothing
"Paul's game against Western was
as good as he's run since he's played at
Bowling Green." said Nehlen. decisively "He had a super game You can
take a Jim Brown and six Knute
Rocknes. but when the hole isn't
there, you're not going anywhere." he
said
"WHEN PAUL HAD a little bit ol a
seam he ran very well." added Nehlen,
noting the 20-year-old tailback scored a
high 87 per cent on the game films
"We've played against three damn

fine defensive football teams." Nehlen
went on "Paul Miles is a line, line running back and one of these days-I don't
know when but one of these days, he'll
get it together and break loose '
Part of the problem has been the opposition defenses keying on the BG
speedster "I can't be disgusted iabout
being keyed Ml," said Miles following
the game.Satiiril.n
"I'D BE HURT il they didn't key on
me with my ability.
"You just have to keep your cool."
he said "Figure the stuff will break
sometime You shouldn t be discouraged and |rv too hard It'll come."
he said -ORTLJP

Crash

Tho Comoro angle makes Paul Miles appear to bo colliding with cantor Jon
ororrdyberry in Saturday's game Moot, who wot hold to 1,9yards per carry by
Wettern, ran woH when tho hole was open. That wasn't often

